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Written over the course of three days and three
nights, The Subterraneans was generated out of the
same kind of ecstatic flash of inspiration that
produced another one of Kerouac's early classics, On
The Road. Centering around the tempestuous breakup
of Leo Percepied and Mardou Fox—two denizens of
the 1950s San Francisco underground—The
Subterraneans is a tale of dark alleys and smoky
rooms, of artists, visionaries, and adventurers existing
outside mainstream America's field of vision.

Big Sur
The New York Times Book Review
Discusses the literary works and great authors of the
Beat Generation.

The Sea Is My Brother
Portraying Kerouac as an agonized man torn between
conflicting values and beliefs, a former editor and
friend of the beat writer serves up what promises to
be the most controversial biography of the great
writer yet published. Reprint. NYT. AB.

The Town and the City
In the summer of 1944, a shocking murder rocked the
fledgling Beats. William S. Burroughs and Jack
Kerouac, both still unknown, we inspired by the crime
to collaborate on a novel, a hard-boiled tale of
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bohemian New York during World War II, full of drugs
and art, obsession and brutality, with scenes and
characters drawn from their own lives. Finally
published after more than sixty years, this is a
captivating read, and incomparable literary artifact,
and a window into the lives and art of two of the
twentieth century’s most influential writers.

The beat generation
After spending months as a fire lookout on a remote
mountain, Jack Duluoz returns to his life in San
Francisco and discovers how his isolation has affected
his life. As he hitches, walks, and talks his way across
the world, Duluoz perceives the angel that is in
everything. It is life as he sees it.

Candy Everybody Wants
Subterranean Kerouac
"Each book by Jack Kerouac is unique, a telepathic
diamond. With prose set in the middle of his mind, he
reveals consciousness itself in all its syntatic
elaboration, detailing the luminous emptiness of his
own paranoiac confusion. Such rich natural writing is
nonpareil in later half XX century, a synthesis of
Proust, Céline, Thomas Wolfe, Hemingway, Genet,
Thelonius Monk, Basho, Charlie Parker, and Kerouac's
own athletic sacred insight. "This entire short novel
Tristessa's a narrative meditation studying a hen, a
rooster, a dove, a cat, a chihuaha dog, family meat,
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and a ravishing, ravished junky lady, first in their
crowded bedroom, then out to drunken streets, taco
stands, & pads at dawn in Mexico City slums." —Allen
Ginsberg

Clio
The Beat Movement was and is a literary and arts
movement, the most radical and innovative of the
20th century, and because it was so open to new
ideas of poetics and aesthetics, it has adapted from
decade to decade. The history of the Beat Movement
is still being written in the early years of the 21st
century. Unlike other kinds of literary and artistic the
Beat Movement is self-perpetuating. After the 1950s
generation, a new generation arose in the 1960s led
by writers such as Diane Wakowski, Anne Waldman,
and poets from the East Side Scene. In the 1970s and
1980s writers from the Poetry Project at St. Mark's
Church and contributors to World magazine continued
the movement. The 1980s and 1990s Language
Movement saw itself as an outgrowth and progression
of previous Beat aesthetics. Today poets and writers
in San Francisco still gather at City Lights Bookstore
and in Boulder at the Jack Kerouac School of
Disembodied Poetics and continue the movement. It
is now a postmodern movement and probably would
be unrecognizable to the earliest Beats. It may even
be in the process of finally shedding the name Beat.
But the Movement continues. The Historical
Dictionary of the Beat Movement covers the
movements history through a chronology, an
introductory essay, and an extensive bibliography.
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The dictionary section has over 700 cross-referenced
entries on significant people, themes, critical issues,
and the most significant novels, poems, and volumes
of poetry and prose that have formed the Beat canon.
This book is a vital reference tool for any researcher
interested in learning more about the Beat
Movement.

Twentieth-century Literary Criticism
Originally subtitled "An Adventurous Education,
1935-1946," Vanity of Duluoz is a key volume in Jack
Kerouac's lifework, the series of autobiographical
novels he referred to as The Legend of Duluoz. With
the same tender humor and intoxicating wordplay he
brought to his masterpieces On the Road and The
Dharma Bums, Kerouac takes his alter ego from the
football fields of small-town New England to the
playing fields and classrooms of Horace Mann and
Columbia, out to sea on a merchant freighter plying
the sub-infested waters of the North Atlantic during
World War II, and back to New York, where his friends
are the writers who would one day become known as
the Beat generation and where he published his first
novel. Written in 1967 from the vantage point ot the
psychedelic sixties, Vanity of Duluoz gives a
fascinating portrait of the young Kerouac, dedicated
and disciplined in his determination from an early age
to be an important American writer.

Not Only War
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The Beats: A Very Short Introduction
"What I'm beginning to discover now is something
beyond the novel and beyond the arbitrary confines of
the story. . . . I'm making myself seek to find the wild
form, that can grow with my wild heart . . . because
now I know MY HEART DOES GROW." —Jack Kerouac,
in a letter to John Clellon Holmes Written in 1951-52,
Visions of Cody was an underground legend by the
time it was finally published in 1972. Writing in a
radical, experimental form ("the New Journalism
fifteen years early," as Dennis McNally noted in
Desolate Angel), Kerouac created the ultimate
account of his voyages with Neal Cassady during the
late forties, which he captured in different form in On
the Road. Here are the members of the Beat
Generatoin as they were in the years before any label
had been affixed to them. Here is the postwar
America that Kerouac knew so well and celebrated so
magnificently. His ecstatic sense of superabundant
reality is informed by the knowledge of mortality: "I'm
writing this book because we're all going to die. . . .
My heart broke in the general despair and opened up
inward to the Lord, I made a supplication in this
dream." "The most sincere and holy writing I know of
our age." —Allen Ginsberg

Encyclopedia of Beat Literature
Excerpts from his diaries chronicle a pivotal era in
Kerouac's life, describing the creation of his first
novel; his special friendships with Allen Ginsberg and
Neal Cassady; and his own take on the events
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described in "On the Road."

From Beat to Beatific
Atop an Underwood
Baby Driver
In the late 1950s and early 1960s, the writers of the
Beat Generation revolutionized American literature
with their iconoclastic approach to language and their
angry assault on the conformity and conservatism of
postwar society. They and their followers took aim at
the hypocrisy and taboos of their time--particularly
those involving sex, race, and class--in such
provocative works as Jack Kerouac's On the Road
(1957), Allen Ginsberg's "Howl" (1956), and William S.
Burroughs's Naked Lunch (1959). In this Very Short
Introduction, David Sterritt offers a concise overview
of the social, cultural, and aesthetic sensibilities of the
Beats, bringing out the similarities that connected
them and also the many differences that made them
a loosely knit collective rather than an organized
movement. Figures in the saga include Neal Cassady,
Gregory Corso, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, John Clellon
Holmes, Carolyn Cassady, and Gary Snyder. As
Sterritt ranges from Greenwich Village and San
Francisco to Mexico, western Europe, and North
Africa, he sheds much light on how the Beats
approached literature, drugs, sexuality, art, music,
and religion. Members of the Beat Generation hoped
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that their radical rejection of materialism,
consumerism, and regimentation would inspire others
to purify their lives and souls as well. Yet they urged
the remaking of consciousness on a profoundly
inward-looking basis, cultivating "the unspeakable
visions of the individual," in Kerouac's phrase. The
idea was to revolutionize society by revolutionizing
thought, not the other way around. This book explains
how the Beats used their antiauthoritarian visions and
radical styles to challenge dominant values, fending
off absorption into mainstream culture while
preparing ground for the larger, more explosive social
upheavals of the 1960s. More than half a century
later, the Beats' impact can still be felt in literature,
cinema, music, theater, and the visual arts. This
compact introduction explains why. About the Series:
Oxford's Very Short Introductions series offers concise
and original introductions to a wide range of
subjects--from Islam to Sociology, Politics to Classics,
Literary Theory to History, and Archaeology to the
Bible. Not simply a textbook of definitions, each
volume in this series provides trenchant and
provocative--yet always balanced and
complete--discussions of the central issues in a given
discipline or field. Every Very Short Introduction gives
a readable evolution of the subject in question,
demonstrating how the subject has developed and
how it has influenced society. Eventually, the series
will encompass every major academic discipline,
offering all students an accessible and abundant
reference library. Whatever the area of study that one
deems important or appealing, whatever the topic
that fascinates the general reader, the Very Short
Introductions series has a handy and affordable guide
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that will likely prove indispensable.

The Subterraneans
Pic
Following the death of his grandafther, a ten year old
African American boy named Pictorial Review Jackson
is raised on the road by his older brother, Slim. Set in
1948 and narrated in dialect form, this short,
anecdotal novel anticipates the Civil Rights
movement and other social issues of the 60s.

Book of Blues
Before Jack Kerouac expressed the spirit of a
generation in his 1957 classic, On the Road, he spent
years figuring out how he wanted to live and, above
all, learning how to write. Atop an Underwood brings
together more than sixty previously unpublished
works that Kerouac wrote before he was twenty-two,
ranging from stories and poems to plays and parts of
novels, including an excerpt from his 1943 merchant
marine novel, The Sea Is My Brother. These writings
reveal what Kerouac was thinking, doing, and
dreaming during his formative years, and reflect his
primary literary influences. Readers will also find in
these works the source of Kerouac's spontaneous
prose style. Uncovering a fascinating missing link in
Kerouac's development as a writer, Atop an
Underwood is essential reading for Kerouac fans,
scholars, and critics.
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Desolation Angels
"When someone asks 'Where does [Kerouac] get that
stuff?' say: 'From you!' He lay awake all night
listening with eyes and ears. A night of a thousand
years. Heard it in the womb, heard it in the cradle,
heard it in school , heard it on the floor of life's stock
exchange where dreams are traded for gold." —Henry
Miller One of the dozen books written by Jack Kerouac
in the early and mid-1950s, Maggie Cassidy was not
published until 1959, after the appearance of On the
Road had made its author famous overnight, Long out
of print, this touching novel of adolescent love in a
New England mill town, with its straight-forward
narrative structure, is one of Kerouac's most accesible
works. It is a remarkable , bittersweet evocation of
the awkwardness and the joy of growing up in
America.

Contemporary Literary Criticism
Cumulative Title Index
From the critically acclaimed author of I Am Not
Myself These Days comes the very odd adventures of
a starry-eyed young man from the Midwest seeking
fame and fortune in the flamboyant surreality of New
York, Los Angeles . . . and everywhere in between.
Jayson Blocher is tired of worshiping pop culture; he
wants to be part of it. So he's off, accompanied by an
ever-changing cast of quirky extended family
members, on an extremely bumpy journey from rural
Wisconsin to a New York escort agency for Broadway
chorus boys, to a Hollywood sitcom set. Somewhere
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out there his destiny awaits—along with the discovery
of first love, some unusual coincidences, a kidnapping
mystery . . . and the sobering truth that being
America's sweetheart can leave a very sour
aftertaste.

Memory Babe
During the 1950s the search for Buddhist truths takes
two young Bohemians through a series of bizarre
experiences in California

The Dharma Bums
Atop an Underwood
Excerpts from and citations to reviews of more than
8,000 books each year, drawn from coverage of 109
publications. Book Review Digest provides citations to
and excerpts of reviews of current juvenile and adult
fiction and nonfiction in the English language.
Reviews of the following types of books are excluded:
government publications, textbooks, and technical
books in the sciences and law. Reviews of books on
science for the general reader, however, are included.
The reviews originate in a group of selected
periodicals in the humanities, social sciences, and
general science published in the United States,
Canada, and Great Britain. - Publisher.

Understanding Jack Kerouac
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Visions of Cody
In the spring of 1943, twenty-one-year old Jack
Kerouac set out to write his first novel. Working
diligently day and night to complete it by hand, he
titled it The Sea Is My Brother. Nearly seventy years
later, its long-awaited publication provides fascinating
details and insight into the early life and development
of an American literary icon. A clear precursor to such
landmark works as On the Road, The Dharma Bums,
and Visions of Cody, it is an important formative work
that hints at the hallmarks of classic Kerouac: the
search for spiritual meaning in a materialistic world,
spontaneous travel as the true road to freedom, late
nights in bars engaged in intense conversation, the
desperate urge to escape from society, and the
strange, terrible beauty of loneliness.

Vanity of Duluoz
Theado offers close readings of the works that make
up the "Duluoz Legend" - Kerouac's series of barely
fictionalized re-creations of his life - and reveals how
his awareness of his writing self increased over the
course of his career.".

Go
Windblown World
Offers a collage of poems, haiku, journal entries,
letters, meditations, ideas on writing, notes on
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Buddhism, prayers, blues, and sketches

Historical Dictionary of the Beat
Movement
Jack Duluoz, a French-Canadian boy growing up in the
factory town of Lowell, Massachusetts, is haunted
throughout his adolescence by Dr. Sax, a cryptic,
hipster phantom.

Book Review Digest
Before Jack Kerouac expressed the spirit of a
generation in his 1957 classic, On the Road, he spent
years figuring out how he wanted to live and, above
all, learning how to write. Atop an Underwood brings
together more than sixty previously unpublished
works that Kerouac wrote before he was twenty-two,
ranging from stories and poems to plays and parts of
novels, including an excerpt from his 1943 merchant
marine novel, The Sea Is My Brother. These writings
reveal what Kerouac was thinking, doing, and
dreaming during his formative years, and reflect his
primary literary influences. Readers will also find in
these works the source of Kerouac's spontaneous
prose style. Uncovering a fascinating missing link in
Kerouac's development as a writer, Atop an
Underwood is essential reading for Kerouac fans,
scholars, and critics.

And the Hippos Were Boiled in Their
Tanks
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Best known for his "Legend of Duluoz" novels,
including On the Road and The Dharma Bums, Jack
Kerouac is also an important poet. In these eight
extended poems, Kerouac writes from the heart of
experience in the music of language, employing the
same instrumental blues form that he used to fullest
effect in Mexico City Blues, his largely unheralded
classic of postmodern literature. Edited by Kerouac
himself, Book of Blues is an exuberant foray into
language and consciousness, rich with imagery,
propelled by rythm, and based in a reverent
attentiveness to the moment. "In my system, the form
of blues choruses is limited by the small page of the
breastpocket notebook in which they are written, like
the form of a set number of bars in a jazz blues
chorus, and so sometimes the word-meaning can
carry from one chorus into another, or not, just like
the phrase-meaning can carry harmonically from one
chorus to the other, or not, in jazz, so that, in these
blues as in jazz, the form is determined by time, and
by the musicians spontaneous phrasing &
harmonizing with the beat of time as it waves &
waves on by in measured choruses." —Jack Kerouac

Makers of Modern Culture
"By far the best of the many books published about
Jack Kerouac's life and work, accurately and clearly
written, with a sure feeling for Jack's own
prose."--William S. Burroughs "Gerald Nicosia's
dedicated scholarship in Memory Babe has added
important new material that significantly expands our
knowledge of Kerouac and his literary
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achievement."--Ann Charters, editor of The Portable
Beat Reader

Doctor Sax
Some of the Dharma
Before the world knew Kerouac, Ginsberg, and
Cassady, this “brilliant and important” novel
chronicled the author’s early years among the Beats
(Los Angeles Free Press). Published five years before
On the Road, this candid and perceptive roman à clef
chronicles the adventures of Jack Kerouac, Allen
Ginsberg, and Neal Cassady before they became
literary icons. In dive bars and all-night diners, cabs
racing across Manhattan and squalid apartments
sticky with “tea” smoke, these would-be artists
pursue the ecstatic experiences that shape their work
and satisfy their restless desire to live beyond the
limits of convention. At the heart of Go is Paul
Hobbes, the alter ego of John Clellon Holmes. An
aspiring novelist who shares the same creative
interests as his friends, Paul frequently participates in
their reckless, self-indulgent behavior. Yet his innate
solemnness makes him an outsider, as does his
commitment to his marriage. As Paul seeks to strike
the right balance between experimentation and
orthodoxy, freedom and obligation, he casts a
discerning eye on his peers. The result is a thrilling
and indispensible portrait of the Beat movement
before it took America by storm.
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Beat Culture
With more than 500 contributions from over 240
specialists, this volume provides lively and clearly
written expositions of those figures who have done
most to shape our views in the period since 1914.
Music, cinema, drama, art, fiction, poetry, philosophy,
sociology and anthropology are just some of the fields
covered in this indispensable volume. Figures covered
include: Malinowski, Kafka, George Orwell, Lenin,
Gaudi, Gramsci, Freud, Malcolm X, Henry Miller, Miles
Davis, James Joyce, Ravel, Veblen and Edward Sapir.

Tristessa
Excerpts from criticism of the works of novelists,
poets, playwrights, short story writers and other
creative writers who lived between 1900 and 1960,
from the first published critical appraisals to current
evaluations.

Dictionary of Modern Culture
Soon to be a major motion picture starring Kate
Bosworth, Josh Lucas, Anthony Edwards, and Radha
Mitchell "Each book by Jack Kerouac is unique, a
telepathic diamond. With prose set in the middle of
his mind, he reveals consciousness itself in all its
syntatic elaboration, detailing the luminous emptiness
of his own paranoiac confusion. Such rich natural
writing is nonpareil in later half XX century, a
synthesis of Proust, Céline, Thomas Wolfe,
Hemingway, Genet, Thelonius Monk, Basho, Charlie
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Parker, and Kerouac's own athletic sacred insight.
"Big Sur's humane, precise account of the
extraordinary ravages of alcohol delirium tremens on
Kerouac, a suerior novelist who had strength to
complete his poetic narrative, a task few scribes so
afflicted have accomplished—others crack up. Here
we meet San Francisco's poets & recognize hero Dean
Moriarty ten years after On the Road. Jack Kerouac
was a 'writer,' as his great peer W.S. Burroughs says,
and here at the peak of his suffering humorous genius
he wrote through his misery to end with 'Sea,' a
brilliant poem appended, on the hallucinatory Sounds
of the Pacific Ocean at Big Sur." —Allen Ginsberg
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